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Abstract: One of the ways to sustain development is striving for energy efficiency. This is the purpose
of directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, which aims at explaining and promoting energy–saving
and ecological solutions that allow increasing the output of consumed energy. Several years after
implementation, it is possible to assess the directive’s usefulness and completeness in a few areas
of the economy, in particular in the operation of enterprises, which substantially contribute to the
global energy consumption. Therefore, the purpose of the study was defined as an assessment
of the execution of the concept of energy efficiency in business operations in EU countries, in
accordance with the assumptions of directive 2012/27/EU. The collected raw data were derived
from surveys gathered in the process of public consultations of the European Commission regard
directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency. Resulting observations were analysed using the basic
methods of descriptive statistics, along with a factor analysis. A logistic regression model was
applied to identify the dependencies between the provisions of the directive and the motivation
of enterprises to manage energy. As a result of conducted analyses, conclusions were drawn up
concerning the assessment of the content of the directive in regard to activities undertaken by EU
enterprises to the favour of effective energy management. Obtained results suggest that there is a need
to introduce changes in the provisions of the directive, preceded by consultations with the EU business
environment. The analysed literature concerning this issue demonstrates that the effectiveness of
energy management is taken into consideration from this angle for the first time in our studies.

Keywords: energy management; energy efficiency; enterprise management

1. Introduction

The visible influence of economic growth on environmental protection resulted in the related
energy effectiveness being perceived as a problem for many countries, which are dependent on fossil
fuel [1]. Adverse climatic events and ending nonrenewable energy sources force to seek more efficient
manners of using energy. A lack of appropriate mechanisms of delivering, monitoring and controlling
energy aggravates existing economic, environmental and social problems [2].

A weak energy policy as well as an inefficient energy network result in an environmental imbalance,
even in case of using renewable energy sources [3]. The Directive 2012/27/EU prepared for this purpose
is not fully effective, as evidenced by the failure to achieve the energy efficiency set by numerous EU
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Member States. Therefore, the implementation of energy effectiveness constitutes a serious challenge
due to the complexity and number of recipients, from the perspective of not only national, regional
and local authorities but also households and the industry.

The industrial sector, including production of goods and services, requires a special concentration
of such operations due to high energy consumption [4]. Harmful operations of the business sector
include high level of generated waste, high greenhouse gas emissions, excessive use of natural energy
resources and excessive use of water.

The study may constitute the basis for further exploration of activities implemented in enterprises
to optimize the use of energy and reduce the negative effect of their operations on the environment.
Studies discussed in this article are to demonstrate whether legal measures provided for in directive
2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, in regard to ensuring the required energy efficiency, constitute a
sufficient tool to persuade entrepreneurs to manage energy in their business operations. For this
purpose, a set of primary data from directive consultations in EU countries was analysed. This
document is composed as follows. First part presents theoretical considerations on environmental
and legal conditions of energy efficiency (Literature review). Second shows own studies on the
assessment of the directive among EU enterprises (Research section). The last part includes conclusions
and recommendations in the area of effective energy management in the entities of European Union
(Conclusions).

An analysis of the literature indicated a research gap concerning the approach to energy
management by EU enterprises. The current results do not consider the energy management issue in
enterprises with regard to compliance with the Directive. The latest research conducted in this area
usually focuses on assessing the implementation of the Directive’s provisions in EU Member States.
For example, Zangheri et al. has made an analysis based on the energy consumption reports of the
EU Member States and thus assessed whether they have implemented the required level of energy
savings within a period of a few years [5]. In turn, Rosenow and Bayer evaluated the benefits and costs
resulting from the implementation of Energy Efficiency Obligations—EEOs in selected EU Member
States [6]. Nabitz and Hirzel studied the impact of energy audits on energy management only in
large enterprises based on data collected from various public and advisory institutions of the Member
States [7].

Our empirical studies fulfilled this gap, thanks to an assessment of the perception of the EU
directive on energy effectiveness by business entities. An analysis of this issue is important because EC
members strive for sustainable growth by way of, amongst others, reducing the consumption of energy
from nonrenewable sources and related emissions, which adversely affect the natural environment.
Enterprise, in particular industrial companies, form a group, which is one of the key consumers of
energy, thus contributing to substantial participation in the degradation of the environment. All this
proves the complexity of the discussed issue and urged researchers to define the following research goal:

Assessment of the approach of enterprises to meet the requirements of directive 2012/27/EU on
energy efficiency.

The presented research goal is to verify the following exploratory hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). EU enterprises do not understand the content of directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency;

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Enterprises do not observe the rules of directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency in
their operations;

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The lack of understanding of directive 2012/27/EU results in a reluctance to manage energy
in EU enterprises.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Energy Efficiency in Companies

According to Hsueh and Yan [8], economic and sustainable growth is possible through applying
energy systems that eliminate using coal as a source of energy are based on energy-saving solutions,
and operate on the basis of an innovative infrastructure of energy networks. According to Eichhammer
et al. [9], the main reasons of incorrect energy use concern the industry area. However, the energy
demand in this sector substantially restrict the possibilities to apply an energy-saving system due
to the differences in the functioning on international markets. Energy use indicators are extremely
important also in the context of the given country’s attempts to strive for sustainable development. It
is important for the interested parties to engage in achieving energy efficiency and generate savings
through applying energy management systems based on law regulations and supervision over energy
operations [10].

The engagement of public institutions allows satisfying the needs of industrial enterprises in a
sustainable manner; thus, reducing the consequences of inaccurate estimations of energy use in the
industry. This generates the requirement to make decisions at the national level in regard to defining
solutions on the manner of uptake and settlement of used energy in the context of the country’s
economic development. Solutions aiming at increasing energy efficiency are applied in each sector of
the economy. A properly structured energy management system at the country level may constitute an
effective solution for problems related with excessive energy consumption. To prevent climate changes,
Olsen and Fenhann [11] recommend the application of innovative solutions resulting in a minimization
of carbon dioxide emissions to the acceptable level at very low cost. The use of electric devices, which
minimize the amount of used energy not only decreases related financial costs but also mostly reduces
the uptake of energy, which results in a reduction of the level of gas emissions. Dahmus [12] examined
the relation between energy, productivity and use of resources in multiple sectors of the economy,
where electric energy is generated from coal, crude oil and natural gas. The results demonstrate that
resources used in the long-term and the related energy output do not lead to a general decrease of
these resources, as opposed to the short-term perspective when the growth of the output of energy
use has exceeded, or was equivalent to, the consumption of resources. Therefore, the price policy and
the system of penalties play an important role in energy saving. This is confirmed by observations
conducted by Galvin [13], according to whom political interventions constitute the key factors that
reduce the rebound effect, which depends on environmental awareness, changes in fuel prices, the
level of income or lifestyle. The need to promote energy awareness is confirmed by Vassileva and
Campillo [14], according to whom such activities should include both environmental and economic
information. Their studies demonstrate that information concerning the use of energy may effectively
stimulate proenvironment behaviours of entrepreneurs as well—in some cases by 15–25% [15,16]. The
improvement of energy efficiency in the industry sector is deemed to be one of the most important
issues with visible influence on the environment.

2.2. Directive on Energy Efficiency

An important role in striving for energy efficiency is played by EU ordinances and regulations,
which force an adjustment to proenvironmental guidelines. To reduce the greenhouse gas emissions,
most European countries intensified their activities on energy efficiency within the scope of their own
climate policy [15,16]. In the process of striving for the desired energy efficiency, one of the conditions
is decarbonization of the EU energy system and a reduction of greenhouse gases even by 95% by the
year 2050—as reflected in the 2020 and 2030 EU energy efficiency goals [17].

The “Europe 2020” strategy, drawn up in 2009, derives from the European Union climate and
energy policy and assumed achieving an increase in energy efficiency of 20% by the year 2020. In turn,
the latest arrangements assume increasing energy efficiency by at least 32.5% by the year 2030 [18].
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The European Union defined the above goals in regard to striving for energy efficiency through
drawing up relevant regulations, laws and activities to promote effective energy management based on
directive 2012/27/EU, pursuant to which all EU countries are obliged to use energy most efficiently—from
production to the use of final energy [19]. What is more, effective use of resources is to be combined
with technological, social and economic conditionings of every country.

The purpose of the directive was, amongst others, to limit the use of energy. An improvement in the
efficiency of energy use can help reduce the demand for energy, which leads to reducing contamination,
decreases the demand for the essential energy infrastructure, ensures energy sovereignty and reduces
energy expenses, which translates to the value of the market of products and services. Directive
2012/27/EU on energy efficiency forces undertaking activities such as [20]:

— Improvement of the efficiency of equipment in the industry sector, and undertaking action
towards energy recovery during the production process;

— Insulation of buildings and application of modern heating systems;
— Technological enhancements of energy-intensive equipment and devices;
— Recycling and optimum use of available production resources;
— Development of solutions in the transport sector.

Key benefits of striving towards energy efficiency include [21]:

1. Reducing the costs of energy for the industry sector, which increases the competitiveness of
market participants;

2. Lower costs of energy consumption for households, which decreases energy poverty;
3. Own internal energy sources may become sufficient;
4. Reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases and contamination from conventional energy sources.

In spite of the potential benefits of implementing the directive, member states have not yet defined
sufficiently ambitious national goals in the scope of energy efficiency to achieve the planned level
of savings [22]. At the same time, due to the high level of complexity of the concept of directive
implementation, there is no clear definition of energy efficiency or a coherent manner of calculating the
use of energy in all countries according to the same criteria, and multiple countries have not reached
the defined 2020 energy efficiency [23]. These countries include: Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Latvia, Luxembourg, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal and
Italy [24]. These countries were requested to properly implement the provisions of the directive on
energy efficiency. The procedure also applies to entities conducting business activity in these countries.
Environmental problems reported as a result of environmental pollution require the governments to
seek new manners, technologies, policies and procedures, which may be implemented to control the
pollution and related problems [25].

Observations demonstrate that striving for energy efficiency does not constitute a voluntary choice
of each country but an obligation. Joint activities to the benefit of increasing energy efficiency bring
numerous advantages, however, achieving these advantages requires fulfilling numerous requirements,
starting from changes in the infrastructure through to changes in the awareness. An increase of energy
efficiency requires identifying the reasons for the current failure to adjust to the applicable energy laws,
in particular in the area of business activity, which is based mainly on using energy resources.

3. Research Section

3.1. Materials and Methods

The purpose of the research was to assess the execution of the energy efficiency concept in the
operations of enterprises in EU countries, pursuant to directive 2012/27/EU. The collected raw data
were derived during the European Commission consultations regarding directive 2012/27/EU on energy
efficiency and had the form of a survey questionnaire [26]. The main survey questionnaire had 22
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questions. The data are public and are stored in an excel file. They present individual responses provided
by 311 representatives of various sectors of the national economy. For the purpose of this research, rows
with responses of EU entrepreneurs were left to be further analysed. Then, the text was coded into a
numeric system and processed by special statistical software. Finally, the sample included 172 entities,
which conduct business activity in the European Union, which constituted 55% of the initial sample.
Other nonbusiness entities are not included in the study and include households, public institutions,
public utility entities, NGOs and other. The individual share of the enterprises participating in the
survey, depending on a company’s seat, is as follows: Austria—5%, Belgia—10%, Croatia—2%, Czech
Republic—5%, Denmark—6%, Finland—3%, France—6%, Germany—7%, Hungary—6%, Ireland—5%,
Italy—6%, Latvia—3%, Netherlands—5%, Poland—3%, Slovakia—3%, Spain—4%, Sweden—6%,
United Kingdom—5% and other—9%.

Due to the nature of the discussed problem, only five questions were selected for the analysis as
variables. The following dependent variable was selected:

1. Energy management in EU enterprises in an effective manner, in accordance with the guidelines
of directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency (Var1).

Explanatory variables include:

1. Clear guidelines referring to the implementation of energy-saving products and services in the
given country (Var2);

2. Visibility of information campaigns or other public initiatives concerning increased awareness on
energy-saving products and services (Var3);

3. Clarity of regulations on energy readings and settlements (Var4);
4. Clarity of the definition of energy-saving products and services (Var5);
5. Assessment of the potential benefits of the applicable energy efficiency system (Var6).

The hypotheses were verified using selected statistical methods. First, to verify H1 and H2
hypotheses, basic measures of descriptive statistics were used. They are sufficient to estimate the
basic characteristics of the examined set. These measures indicate the value that best characterizes
all received values [27]. What is more, according to Kowal, these measures, if properly selected,
will effectively describe the results of the quality research expressed on the measuring scale [28], i.e.,
identical as presented in this research. At this stage, mainly the tabular presentation of results was
used. The last hypothesis (H3) was verified using a logistic regression model, which allowed assessing
the willingness to exercise activities benefiting energy efficiency, as a result of a better understanding
of the provisions of the directive. This model is generally applied for binomial variables, the behaviour
of which may be predicted based on the dependent variable [29]. The results from the model are clear
and easy to interpret; in case of quality data included in the research, this is a particularly important
advantage of this method [30]. Besides, “the use of logistic regression is supported by the fact that it is
not required to meet many assumptions that are formulated in relation to linear regression and general
linear models” [31] (p. 40). For the purpose of analysis, the variables were coded within a binomial
system, where 0 means a negative indication and 1 means a positive indication.

To better adjust the variables to the model, and to reduce the scope of the one variable, i.e., benefits
from energy management in business activity, building of the model was preceded by a factor analysis.
Due to the number of similar categories for Var6, this variable was reduced to several dimensions. The
factor analysis method allowed to reduce the number of variables in the researched area, and leave
only those variables that actually determine the described phenomenon [32,33].

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Percentage Frequency Distribution of Responses

Below are presented opinions of companies on the conditions of executing energy efficiency based
on directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency. Tables 1–3 contain the percentage structure of answers to
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selected questions from the questionnaire, which take into account only “yes” or “no” choices. The
tables do not include the answer “neither agree nor disagree”.

Table 1. Level of implementation of the energy efficiency concept in EU enterprises.

Conditions of Implementing the Energy Efficiency Concept Yes [%] No [%]

Executing the energy efficiency concept in the organization 68 32

Clarity of guidelines on the implementation of energy-saving products, services
and construction in the given country 19 18

Availability of information campaigns or other public initiatives on energy-saving
products, services and construction 14 41

Clear laws on energy measurements and settlements 31 16

Clear definition of energy-saving products, services and construction 11 29

Table 2. Challenges and barriers of implementing energy efficiency in entities.

Challenges and Barriers in Implementing Energy Efficiency Number of “Yes” Percentage of “Yes”

Selection of a proper set of measures to achieve annual energy
savings of 1.5% 35 30%

Too large flexibility in applying a wide scope of energy
efficiency measures 13 11%

Strong objection of energy suppliers and distributors towards
the system, which obliges to strive for energy efficiency 12 10%

A lack of effective enforcement of laws 12 10%

A lack of sufficient knowledge and skills 13 11%

A lack of awareness on systems obliging to strive for
energy efficiency 11 9%

Preparation of a methodology of energy consumption
calculations 5 4%

Ensuring solid and independent monitoring and verification
of energy savings 4 3%

Avoidance of double counting 1 1%

High administrative charges 10 8%

Ensuring a coherent application of requirements along with
other laws on energy efficiency 1 1%

Limited time frame (2014–2020), which hinders attracting
long-term investments 1 1%

According to the analysis, one-third of surveyed enterprises does not deal with energy efficiency.
The opinion on the existence of sufficient guidelines on energy-saving products, services and
construction varies to a large extent. A comparable group of surveyed entities thinks that the
guidelines are sufficient (18%) or not sufficient (19%). According to almost a half of entities, they did
not see any information campaigns or other public initiatives on energy-saving products, services
and construction in their country of business. Every third firm entity thinks that the provisions of
the directive regarding measurements and settlements are sufficient. A similar number of responses
confirms a lack of sufficient guidelines and definitions describing energy-saving products, services
and construction.
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Table 3. Mean score of the potential effects of implementing the energy efficiency concept.

Potential Effects Mean Standard Deviation

Lower energy bills for consumers (Var6a) 3.06 1.43

Increased awareness of consumers in the area of the potential of energy
efficiency (Var6b) 3.64 1.05

Better relations between energy providers, distributors, and clients (Var6c) 2.82 1.17

Lower costs of producing and supplying energy for the media (Var6d) 2.58 1.05

Better business and administrative environment for the future innovative
energy services (Var6e) 3.34 1.16

Aggregation of small investments (combining into packages/packaging)
(Var6f) 3.26 0.92

Preparation of new financing models, e.g., contracting the energy
characteristics (Var6g) 3.42 0.94

Stimulation of energy-efficient renovation of buildings (Var6h) 3.45 1.17

Increased competitiveness on energy markets (Var6i) 2.56 1.17

Table 2 presents the barriers and challenges of effective implementation of the energy efficiency
concept that are most often selected by companies. The main challenge is selecting and implementation
a proper set of measures to achieve annual energy savings of 1.5% (Table 2). It is difficult for respondents
to define what tools and measures would be appropriate for them to effectively manage energy. Another
significant problem is the large flexibility in applying a wide scope of energy efficiency measures and a
lack of sufficient knowledge and skills.

Respondents were also asked to assess the potential benefits of implementing the energy efficiency
concept; this included nine potential effects for both the entities itself and its environment. Individual
positive effects were assessed by respondents on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means—strongly disagree
and 5 means—I strongly agree. Table 3 presents these effects along with a mean score and the
standard deviation.

It is observed that most potential effects were assessed at the level of 3 on the average and some
at 2.5. This proves the high level of scepticism of the surveyed entities towards the proposed energy
efficiency regulations. The increased awareness of consumers in the area of the potential of energy
efficiency was assessed highest, and the increased competitiveness on energy markets—lowest.

Initial results demonstrate that that not all enterprises implement the energy efficiency concept in
their organization. For most of the surveyed businesses, clarity and transparency of related regulations
was assessed as low. They are also sceptical towards the possible benefits of observing the energy
effectiveness directive. It is assumed that these factors may affect the approach to energy management
in surveyed entities. This allows to positively verify hypotheses H1 and H2.

3.2.2. Factor Analysis

The next stage of studies was to identify the influence of the provisions of the directive on
effective energy management in EU enterprises, using the logistic regression model. One of the selected
explanatory variables is the group of potential benefits of energy management. To identify the key
factors related with the potential benefits of executing the assumptions of the energy directive, an
exploratory factor analysis was selected; its advantage is a possibility to set an optimum number of
hidden variables, which will sufficiently explain the relations between numerous observable variables.
The factor analysis was applied to transform the set of benefits, which may be correlated, into a new
uncorrelated set, comparable with the input structure.

For this purpose, first, the assumption of the relationship between the dimensions of the tested
variable, defined in Table 3, has been checked. The first step was to examine the correlation between
the initial nonparametric variables using a chi square test, which demonstrated that they are all
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significantly correlated for p < 0.05 (Table 4). In addition, the assumption that none of the deviations
for these variables equals zero has been met (Table 3).

Table 4. Coefficients of the correlation for the variable “Energy management benefits” (Var6).

Var6a Var6b Var6c Var6d Var6e Var6f Var6g Var6h Var6i

Var6a 1.00 0.55 0.55 0.51 0.47 0.39 0.40 0.53 0.50

Var6b 0.55 1.00 0.41 0.34 0.50 0.24 0.21 0.38 0.39

Var6c 0.55 0.41 1.00 0.44 0.35 0.26 0.29 0.24 0.56

Var6d 0.51 0.34 0.44 1.00 0.50 0.33 0.28 0.39 0.42

Var6e 0.47 0.50 0.35 0.50 1.00 0.39 0.45 0.49 0.47

Var6f 0.39 0.24 0.26 0.33 0.39 1.00 0.43 0.32 0.35

Var6g 0.40 0.21 0.29 0.28 0.45 0.43 1.00 0.51 0.36

Var6h 0.53 0.38 0.24 0.39 0.49 0.32 0.51 1.00 0.39

Var6i 0.50 0.39 0.56 0.42 0.47 0.35 0.36 0.39 1.00

To confirm the significance of obtained results, researchers also defined the determinant of the
correlations matrix and the KMO statistics (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy).
The value of the determinant of 0.033 is close to zero. A low value of the determinant of the correlation
matrix demonstrates numerous significant correlations occurring between the considered variables,
which allows continuing the factor analysis process.

Simultaneously, the level of adequacy of the sample in regard to the assumptions of the factor
analysis, measured using the KMO statistics for the adequacy of sample selection = 0.86, may be
assessed as very good. The obtained results allowed confirming the good adequacy of data in
comparison with the assumptions of the factor analysis. The data, checked for completeness, were
subject to an analysis of the main components.

The main goal of the factor analysis is to determine such loading factors so as to allow for a
maximum elimination of the influence of initial factors on the main factors. At this, the total variance
of individual variables should be assessed as [34]:

• So-called common variability resource, explained by the main factors according to the
following formula:

h2
j =

k∑
l=1

w2
jl (1)

• So-called specificity, according to the following formula:

w2
j = 1− h2

j (2)

The next stage is a selection of a factor model, which determines the manner of identification
of the relevant number of factors to be included in further stages of the underlying study. Strongly
corelated variables were determined on the basis of the Kaiser’s criterion (Table 5), which allows
selecting the factors that explain the variability of at least one initial variable. In effect, two factors
were obtained, i.e., bundles of strongly correlated variables. These factors explain in total 60% of the
variances of all initial variables.
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Table 5. Total complete variance within the model.

Value Own Value % of Total Variance Accumulated Own Value Accumulated %

1 4.31 47.86 4.31 47.86

2 1.02 11.37 5.33 59.24

To improve and maximize the matching of factors, the factor load matrix was subjected to a
Varimax rotation, which allowed to simplify the interpretation of factors through minimizing the
number of variables required to explain the given factor. The layout of variables, which form the set
dimensions, is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Factor loads after the Varimax rotation, normalized with the isolation method.

Variables Factor 1 (F1) Factor 2 (F2)

Var6a 0.715 0.403

Var6b 0.710 0.175

Var6c 0.819 0.061

Var6d 0.622 0.328

Var6e 0.505 0.573

Var6f 0.186 0.684

Var6g 0.125 0.827

Var6h 0.309 0.707

Var6i 0.692 0.307

Explained variance 2.954 2.378

Share 0.328 0.264

By analysing the above results, it may be noted that the first main factor (F1) explains 47.86% of
the total variance. These factors include: lower energy bills for consumers (Var6a); larger awareness of
consumers in the area of the potential of energy efficiency (Var6b); better relations between energy
suppliers, distributors and clients (Var6c); lower costs of producing (and supplying) energy for the
media (Var6d), a better business and administrative environment for future innovative energy services
(Var6e) and increased competitiveness on energy markets (Var6i). These variables can be considered
as an area of building mutual relations on the energy market. The second main factor (F2), which
describes 11.37% of the total variance, covers the following variables: aggregation of small investments
(combining into packages/packaging) (Var6f); preparation of new financing models, e.g., contracting the
energy characteristics (Var6g) and stimulation of energy-efficient renovation of buildings (Var6h). These
variables can be considered as an area for increasing the efficiency of the energy market. Measurements
obtained as a result of the factor analysis indicate the differences in perceiving the potential benefits
from the application of the directive on energy efficiency. Average values of scores were defined for
the distinguished factors. An average score of the first factor, F1, amounts to 1.55, whereas for factor
two, F2, it is 1.8. This means that factors relating to building market relations in terms of benefits are
assessed as less relevant than those relating to measures to increase the energy market efficiency. At
the same time, the scores indicate that both aspects are important upon deciding on proceeding in
accordance with the concept of energy efficiency in enterprises. The value of both factors, used in
further analysis, were estimated using the regression method, which takes account of the factor loads
of the individual variables within the given factor.
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3.3. Assessment of the Influence of Directive 2012/27/EU on Energy Management in EU Enterprises, Using a
Logistic Regression

The purpose of further research is to answer the following exploratory questions:

1. How does the logarithmic probability of energy management in an enterprise change due to the
approach to the EU guidelines on energy-saving products and services?

2. What is the probability that an organization will execute implementation of energy efficiency in
its operations, in good legal and marketing conditions?

The logistic regression model is a special case of the general line model. This model is based on
the logistic function and it can be represented by the following formula [35]:

f (z) =
e2

1 + e2 (3)

This model is applicable when the dependent variable is dychotomic; in a mathematical formula,
these values are represented by numbers 1 and 0. In order to determine whether the energy management
declaration in an enterprise results from the understanding of the Directive and its benefits, the answer
to the question about energy management in companies’ operations has been identified as a dependent
variable. A positive “yes” answer has been coded as 1 and a negative “no” as 0. The coding for all the
variables to be assigned to the model is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Input variables for the logistic regression model.

Variables Code Designation

Dependent variable

Energy management in an enterprise 0—no energy management
1—energy management Var1

Independent variables—predictor

Clarity of guidelines in regard to the implementation of
energy-saving products and services in the given country

0—no
1—yes Var2

Visibility of information campaigns or other public initiatives
concerning energy-saving products and services

0—no
1—yes Var3

Clarity of laws on energy measurement and settlements 0—no
1—yes Var4

Clarity of definitions of energy-saving products and services 0—no
1—yes Var5

Assessment of potential benefits of the current energy efficiency system

Factor 1 0—I do not agree F1

Factor 2 1—I agree F2

Independent variables, defined as predictors, are to indicate the probability of the foreseen
execution of guidelines on energy efficiency amongst entities. The built logistic regression model
allows examining the influence of the identified independent variables on one dependent variable.

To adjust the variables to the model, first, the Hosmer–Lemeshow test was conducted, which
compares, for various subgroups, the observed number of independent variable values and the foreseen
probability of occurrence of an energy management event in EU enterprises. If these variables are
sufficiently close, then it can be assumed that a well-adjusted model has been built.

It is assumed that:
H0: Var1 = Var2, Var3, Var4, Var5, F1, F2 for all categories
H1: Var1 , Var2, Var3, Var4, Var5, F1, F2 for at least one category.
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The procedure of estimating the good fit of the model was based on the chi-square test. The
calculation algorithm assumed a division of the observation from the sample into subgroups,
differentiated by the probability of achieving the criterion value of the dependent variable (i.e.,
equal to 1). The number of freedom degrees for these statistics was 8. The Hosmer and Lemeshow
good fit test compares values expected on the basis of the model with values observed, where a lack of
significance of the chi-square coefficient means that the division of probability foreseen on the basis of
the model is not substantially different than that of observed results of the sample [36]. The result of
the Hosmer and Lemeshow test is statistically insignificant (chi-square = 13.83; p = 0.086), meaning that
the data is well adjusted to the model. The model of forecasting on the basis of estimated coefficients is
substantially similar.

The chi-square test concerning the level of significance of the model allow verifying the hypothesis
that the predictors in the model explain the probability of occurrence of an energy management event.
The significance of predictors at the level of p < 0.05 means that they explain the substantial probability
that EU enterprises, affected by these predictors, deal with energy issues in their management strategy.
To check the degree, to which the variance of independent variables explains the variance in the
occurrence of the event, the value of determinant coefficients was calculated (Table 8). R2 Cox
and Snell statistics amounted to 0.49. Since this test never reaches the theoretical maximum equal
to 1, a modification of this coefficient is calculated in the form suggested by R2 Nagelkerk. The
R-square Nagelkerk coefficient of R2 = 0.709 indicates that the variance model for sex and age explains
approximately 71% of the variance in the probability of the occurrence of energy management in entities.

Table 8. Model—summary.

-2 Reliability Logarithm R-Square by Cox and Snell R-Square by Nagelkerk

10.987 0.490 0.709

The estimation of the value of the regression model parameters are presented in Table 9. The
significance or predictors was estimated on the basis of the Wald test and it determines which
independent variables significantly decrease or increase the probability of occurrence of energy
management in EU enterprises. This may be presented as follows:

H0: Lack of the predictor’s influence on the dependent variable;
H1: The predictor’s influence on the dependent variable.

Table 9. Estimation of the value of parameters of the logistic regression model.

Variables B Standard Error Wald df Significance Exp(B)

Var2 1.33 0.13 0.000 1 0.012 0.020

Var3 6.28 4.84 1.683 1 0.024 0.002

Var4 0.64 3.07 0.043 1 0.836 1.891

Var5 1.05 0.22 0.000 1 0.009 8.947

F1 −0.85 1.62 0.278 1 0.598 0.427

F2 0.83 1.52 0.300 1 0.584 2.296

Constant 2.72 2.19 1.538 1 0.215 15.200

Among all independent variables, only three of them significantly affect the examined phenomenon
of energy management in EU enterprises. It has been demonstrated that the clarity of guidelines in
regard to the implementation of energy-saving products and services in the given country (Var2), as
well as the clarity of definitions of energy-saving products and services set forth in directive 2012-27-EU
(Var5), influences effective energy management. These factors positively affect the probability of
effective energy management in examined entities. This means that a lack of clear and transparent
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instructions concerning the performance of energy-saving activities and a lack of a detailed definition
of energy-saving products and services result in the EU enterprises’ willingness to deal with energy
management in their operations in an effective manner and in accordance with EU guidelines. The
probability of effective energy management in examined entities grows along with the availability of
advertising campaigns, which promote the concept of energy-saving products and services (Var3).

EU enterprises, which understand the guidelines and definitions of energy-saving products
and services are more willing to perform activities contributing the effective energy management.
Improper understanding of the formal rules related with the implementation of the directive means that
examined entities are reluctant to or wrongly interpret the provisions. This allows to positively verify
the third research hypothesis (H3), a lack of understanding of the content of the directive increases
the probability of reluctance to manage energy in the examined entities. Within the meaning of the
directive, one of the barriers may be the specialist and difficult language of the directive.

4. Conclusions

According to Skare et al. [37], the increased total consumption of energy hinders sustainable
growth and the execution of the green economy concept. This is particularly affected by the increased
consumption of energy in the industrial sector, which is most harmful for the environment and may
be partially neutralized by using renewable and alternative energy sources. Studies prepared by the
authors suggest that drawing up an environmental strategy regulating the consumption of fossil fuel
may be beneficial for the economic growth of European countries. A similar standpoint is presented
by Šimkova et al. [38]; in their opinion, seeking solutions for the problem of obtaining energy from
national energy resources should be exercised in accordance with the concept of sustainable growth.
Joint attempts to effectively manage energy at the EU level obligates the principal managing authorities
to create conditions that allow implementing this concept at the level of individual enterprises. The
essence of such procedure is underlined by Bołoz and Midor [39], according to whom to be competitive,
a contemporary enterprise must meet certain ethical standards addressing, amongst others, rational
use of available energy sources. The authors demonstrate that caring for sustainable growth, including
energy efficiency, is important for enterprises also from the point of view of their social image. Herbuś
and Ślusarczyk [40] additionally mention the aspect of corporate social responsibility, which covers
not only the enterprises that use the energy but also energy producers. Accordingly, social criteria
have significant influence on business decisions of energy companies, which is dictated by the growing
awareness of the influence of business activity on the environment. Strielkowski [41] notes the aspect
of using renewable solar energy, which could bring benefits in the area of controlling environmental
threats caused by the use of nonrenewable energy in the environment.

In turn, the results of research by Kasperowicz and Štreimikienė [42] demonstrate that economic
growth of European countries depends on the type and level of used energy sources. What’s more,
they claim that improper use of energy constitutes a factor that limits economic growth. This is an
important argument in favour of observing the basic rules of effective energy management by the
important group of consumers—the enterprises. This is particularly true in consideration of the use
of energy as a cause of contamination, including CO2 emissions [43,44]. Based on the example of
Czech Republic enterprises, Smékalová et al. [45] demonstrate that support for entrepreneurship from
government institutions, other than financial, is low. Enterprises need support especially in terms
of adaptation to new environmental conditions, and also social acceptance of their activities, which
requires greater involvement of public institutions in implemented marketing campaigns. This is
confirmed by our study results, according to which enterprises have limited support in the scope
of effective energy management as defined by directive 2012-27-EU. This hinders adjusting to the
applicable formal requirements and limits organizational and technological possibilities resulting from
the recommended changes in operations. Some of these problems are better explained in Directive
2018/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 amending Directive
2012/27/EU on energy efficiency [46].
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In consideration of the variability of power systems, Lisin et al. [47] propose in their studies to
take account of the differences in the functioning of these systems, and, on this basis, to select the best
solution to reduce the energy intensity. Clearly planned and organized activities at the level of national
authorities, addressed to various groups of recipients, including entrepreneurs, may positively affect
the energy efficiency of the entire country. Szkutnik and Jakubiak propose to apply intelligent energy
meters within the scope of the “SMARTEFEKT” project, which consists of the following modules:
“communication, settlement & analytical and information & discussion” [48] (p. 122), [49].

Achieving the desirable energy efficiency constitutes a serious challenge for many European Union
countries, where reported energy savings are usually smaller than obligatory values. In case of business
activity, energy constitutes the basic resource in the processes of production and satisfying market
needs, therefore, achieving higher performance seems difficult and complicated. The conducted studies
demonstrated that one of the reasons of the failure to adjust to EU regulations was the lack of clarity of
applicable laws. The way in which EU enterprises perceive the provisions of the directive demonstrates
that the document does not fully resolve the existing dilemmas for these market participants, mainly
private enterprises [19].

Obtained results indicated certain barriers, which may restrict the adjustment of enterprises to
the requirements related with increasing energy efficiency in their operations. First, the entities are
mostly lacking a specific set of solutions to allow effective implementation of the directive; second, a
large group of entrepreneurs does not understand and has no knowledge on how to properly manage
energy. Entities are not sufficiently engaged in the execution of the energy efficiency concept pursuant
to EU guidelines. At the same time, the clarity and transparency of related regulations is rated low.
Enterprises are sceptical about the possible benefits of observing regulations. At the same time, it was
demonstrated that a lack of understanding of the content of the directive results in reluctance to manage
energy. Enterprises require more accessible and understandable programs, meetings and campaigns
promoting the adjustment to the applicable regulations on effective use of energy. A lack of knowledge
and awareness in surveyed organizations hinders the optimum use of energy in business activity.
These are the reasons of improper energy management in entities, which confirm that unclear and
simplified provisions of the directive reduce the engagement of businesses in activities contributing
to increasing energy efficiency in their operations. A lack of knowledge and awareness of surveyed
organizations hinders the optimum use of energy in business operations. Such regulations require
updates and uniformity in the scope of definitions and tools to achieve the desired energy performance
in companies.

Previous research was directed at a general analysis and influence of the use of energy, regardless
of the group of recipients, and presented a limited point of view on the discussed issue. Our study
may serve as an indicator to understand successful implementation of regulations and provisions on
effective energy management in both enterprises and other energy consumer groups. Future research
should also include studies of other entities being participants of the energy system, because it may be
assumed that the lack of clarity of regulations and the lack of relevant solutions constitute the main
source of excessive use of nonrenewable and harmful energy sources in various EU countries.

The results of this research have important implications for government decision-makers, energy
suppliers and enterprises. In preparing regulations and recommendations on energy efficiency,
legislative bodies should take account of the readiness and conditions of entities. It should be decided
how to support enterprises in understanding and effective implementation of EU laws, which cover
not only energy management but also environmental protection. Finally, the conducted research
should help companies to start their own ecological initiatives. Enterprises need more accessible and
understandable documents, meetings and campaigns promoting the adjustment to applicable laws on
effective energy use. The results of the study also confirm the most important problems and challenges
in the area of adjusting to the new regulations. Providing expert knowledge and tools addressed to
enterprises constitutes the basic challenge of EU authorities, in order to ensure the expected energy
efficiency in the community.
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